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Caution:  Small Parts.  Not recommended for children under 12 yrs of age.  Use Care when handling – sharp edges.  Use of 
this item in its intended purpose may violate the safety standards of the original item for which it is intended to be used with. 

 
This kit includes everything needed to detail one tractor. 
 
All parts need to be painted red with the exception of the small parts in the upper right corner of the part 
panel.  If you wish to paint these before installation, mask the right side, or cut this corner off before 
hand, and paint.  When masking, use care when removing the tape, so parts are not damaged.  The 
small parts will need to be mounted in drilled holes.  A 1/64 drill bit is required. 
 

1. Remove existing detail from the tractor.  This includes the cast on grab handles and door latches.  Use 
a file or Dremel® Tool.  

2. Several of the parts need to be formed.  Form as shown below.  Note that the main steps are labeled 
top, middle, and bottom.  They are all slightly different, so use care not to mix them up.  Also make sure 
rights and lefts are formed properly with tread side up. 

 
3. The steps are designed to overlay the existing cast ones, three on each side.  For a more accurate 

model, the existing steps can be removed, leaving only small edges for the replacement to glue on.  
The back corner can then be trimmed to give an open look as shown below. 

 

                                         
   

4. Install the small fuel fill step as shown above.  This is on the left side only.  Install the “chain holder” on 
the rear, only if there is not a 3-point.  Test fit this piece first, as casting widths may vary.  Glue the 
vertical flange of the holder to the vertical face of the tractor between the rear fenders. 

5. Install the grab handles, wiper, and door latches.  A 1/64 drill bit is required for these. 
6. Antenna placement varies.  Generally it is on the left side above the mirror.  

                                                                                   
 

For additional details for this tractor, we recommend Moore's Farm Toys MP2012 Field lights for front 
fenders (2) and MP2011 field lights for rear of cab (2) 

Left:  Fuel fill 
step, and open 
corner cab 
steps. 
 
Right:  “Chain 
holder” on rear 
end on tractors 
with out 3-point 
hitches. 

Glue this edge 
to tractor 

Tread side up


